Update: 28th June 2021
Dear colleagues,
The Bolton Covid-19 vaccination programme is forging ahead in its mission to
vaccinate everyone over the age of 18 ahead of the proposed easing of restrictions on
July 19.
As well as the borough’s regular clinics that can be booked by appointment, there is a
number of pop-up services aimed at making it easier for people to get their first and
second doses while out and about.
We are adding new walk-in venues for people in Bolton all the time; however, people
are encouraged to use the walk-in facilities only if they haven’t already got an
appointment booked elsewhere.
Remember, you need two doses of the vaccination for the best protection. If it’s been
eight weeks or more since your first dose, you can call NHS Bolton CCG for help to
arrange your second on 01204 462125/62157/462030/462028. The phone lines are
open Monday to Friday, 8.30am to 5.30pm.
Communications and Engagement Team
NHS Bolton Clinical Commissioning Group

Partner Update
Walk-in Covid-19 vaccination clinics
The following clinics are for people aged 18 and over who live in Bolton. Please spread
the word or share this leaflet.




Monday, June 28
Tonge Moor Health Centre – first and second dose Pfizer (10am-7pm)
*extended opening hours not on poster*
Horwich RMI - first and second dose AstraZeneca (1pm-6pm)
Tuesday, June 29









The Melting Pot Community Hall, Mancroft Avenue (Opposite Al-Jamia Darul
Quran Mosque, Bridgeman Street) – vaccination bus. First and second dose
Pfizer (10am–4pm)
Horwich RMI – first and second dose AstraZeneca (1pm-6pm)
Wednesday, June 30
The Melting Pot Community Hall, Mancroft Avenue (Opposite Al-Jamia Darul
Quran Mosque, Bridgeman Street) – vaccination bus. First and second dose
Pfizer (10am-4pm)
Horwich RMI – first and second dose AstraZeneca (1pm-6pm)
Tonge Moor Health Centre – second dose AstraZeneca (10am-4pm)
Thursday, July 1
Horwich RMI - first and second dose AstraZeneca (1pm-6pm)
Friday, July 2
Moses Gate Country Park, Hall Lane, Farnworth – vaccination bus. First and
second dose Pfizer (10am-4pm)
Tonge Moor Health Centre – first and second dose Pfizer (10am-4pm)
Saturday, July 3
Moses Gate Country Park, Hall Lane, Farnworth – vaccination bus. First and
second dose Pfizer (10am-4pm)
Horwich RMI – first and second dose AstraZeneca (9am-2pm)

Translated Covid-19 advice
Public Health England Guidance on how to stop the spread of Covid-19 has been
translated into 21 languages. The documents include accessible formats.
Myth-busting leaflets
There are lots of myths about self-isolating – when you have to do it, how long for and
what you can and cannot do. These NHS leaflets in different languages set out the
facts:













Arabic
Bengali
Chinese (simplified)
Gujarati
Hindi
Indian-Punjabi
Pakistani-Punjabi
Polish
Romanian
Slovak
Somali
Urdu

Please also see this useful Bolton guide to self-isolating.

Vaccination status
Find out more about the NHS COVID Pass which lets you share your coronavirus
vaccination results in a secure way. You can show your NHS COVID Pass as proof of
your Covid-19 status when travelling abroad.
You can access the pass thought the NHS app or request a letter.




Read translated versions about what the NHS COVID Pass letter tells you.
Read an easy-read guide about what the NHS COVID Pass letter tells you.
You can get a Braille or large print version of the NHS COVID Pass letter via the
NHS website or by calling 119.

Pregnancy advice
With the Covid vaccine now available to younger age groups, what should you do if
you're expecting a baby, breastfeeding or trying to have a baby?
These BBC Asian Network videos in five languages help the South Asian community to
understand what the science says:






Gujarati
Punjabi
Sylheti
Tamil
Urdu

More BBC videos
BBC Asian Network has also produced videos in the same five South Asian languages
covering how to do a lateral flow test, Test and Trace, Covid-19 vaccine explainer,
vaccine Q&A and vaccine myths busting.
Keep safe
Check out KeepSafe which provides a wide range of content as images and audio for
people with learning disabilities covering symptoms, vaccines, lateral flow testing,
accessing health services during the pandemic, and coronavirus in general.
Bogus police calls
Fraudsters claiming to be phoning from a Greater Manchester Police station are
making bogus calls demanding that people transfer money into a bank account.
They are able to use a genuine GMP police station telephone number – a scam called
spoofing. Spoofing is when a different number shows up on your caller ID rather than
the number someone is really calling from.
Never rely on your caller ID to confirm someone's identity and never give out your
personal details or bank information to anyone you do not know or trust.
If you suspect a scam contact Action Fraud at www.actionfraud.police.uk or call 0300
123 2040.
How scam savvy are you? Take the Take Five scam test.

If you no longer wish to receive this email then please email bolccg.communications@nhs.net and we
will remove you from our distribution list.
We will endeavour to keep you updated but as the situation is changing rapidly, you should check the
national coronavirus guidance regularly.
The information in this is update correct at the time of issue. It is gathered from a number of sources
including Bolton Council, CVS and Healthwatch.
.

